
Non-Participants
If you miss a bus or you do not have your correct gear, you will need to 
attend the non-participants room. During this time you will have to complete 
written tasks (no ICT), quiet reading or undertake school service around the 
grounds or in the Reserve. If you are ill or injured and unable to take part in 
your Activity, you must bring a note of explanation for the teacher in charge 
of the Activity. 

Activities Leaving School Grounds
Some Activities may run during lunchtime, particularly those where students 
are leaving the school. Students need to consider this when balloting and be 
aware that they may need to take and eat their lunch on the journey from 
school or back to school.

Important Notes for Adventure-Based Activities (as indicated by a ). 
Some Activities are regarded as adventured-based. Being involved may 
have some higher elements of risk and the possibility of injury, both of 
a minor and serious nature. It is important that both students and parents 
are aware of this fact. It is also important that you have an understanding 
of the nature of the Activity, if you have any questions in regard to a specific 
Activity please contact the teacher in charge of the Activity or the Director 
of Activities, Ms Morgan. If you undertake an adventure-based Activity, you 
may need approval from a parent via CareMonkey.

For Unit 5 the following dates are important:

Monday 3 June: Online ballot opens. Students emailed 
login details.

Wednesday 5 June: Initial online ballot closes at 10:30am. 

Friday 7 June: Restricted balloting closes at 10:30am.

Unit 5 Dates: July 22, 24, 26, 29, 31 August 5, 7, 9 

Students who do not complete an initial online ballot (by 10:30am  
June 5), will have to complete a restricted online ballot. This will mean 
that students will have reduced choices or may need to complete a further 
restricted paper ballot sheet if most of the Activities are full. Students 
who do not complete a ballot after the final date will be placed into an 
Activity. Please choose carefully as you can be placed into any of your 
six selections.

To Students in Years 7 - 10
An outline of each Activity is given in the following pages. You should 
read the details carefully, be aware of any special requirements such as cost, 
equipment or materials and discuss your choice with your parents. If you 
need more information, you should contact the teacher in charge of the 
Activity, or the Director of Activities, Ms Morgan. When you ballot for an 
Activity, you must be prepared to accept the Activity of your choice. Please 
choose carefully as you can be placed into any of your six selections.

To Parents
Some Activities may incur a cost ($) where individual coaching or special 
equipment is required. Costs are shown within this pamphlet and will be 
charged to the term’s account. If your child undertakes an Activity where 
there is a cost, you will be notified via email or letter.

Reminders
Over the school year you are encouraged to select Activities from a minimum 
of three of the following categories: Academic Enrichment/Challenge; 
Leadership; Visual and Performing Arts; Sport and Physical Development; 
Health, Lifestyle and Practical Skills; Community Partnerships.

Practical Activities and Sunsmart
In sporting Activities you will need your sports uniform and appropriate 
footwear. Students involved in outdoor activities need to supply their 
own hat and sunscreen. Sunscreen is also available in each Homestead, 
the Sustainability Centre, with staff at outdoor venues and at the Gym in 
case you forget. Students must wear clothing that covers their shoulders,  
e.g. Woodleigh Polo Sports Shirt.

Activities - Unit 5 2019

Bayplay SCUBA Diving Qualification Camp Preparation 
(Pre-book Yrs 7-10)  Mr Benton
This Activity is for students participating in the Bayplay SCUBA Diving 
Qualification Camp and is essential to be able to take part in the diving 
during Activities Week. During the unit we will work through the theory 
component of the PADI Open Water course. The theory will include: 
the structure and function of SCUBA equipment, safety requirements of 
SCUBA diving, understanding the necessary skills of SCUBA diving, and 
using dive tables to calculate safe dive times and depths. At the end of the 
Activity, an instructor from Bayplay will come to Woodleigh and you will 
take the theory test. By completing the theory before camp we will be able 
to maximise the practical learning during Activities Week by getting in the 
water to learn how to dive.

Camp Preparation Activities

You will automatically be placed into the relevant 
Camp Preparation Activity as your top preference 
if you are involved in one of the following camps for 
Activities Week – also include 5 other choices when 
balloting online.

Golf Camp Preparation (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Cooper
During the sessions, you will improve your golf and develop your interest and 
skills further and prepare for camp. Catering from novices to intermediate 
players. Sessions will be held with a Professional at a local Golf Club in 
the Frankston and Mornington region. Golf clubs and balls are provided, 
however students should supply their own hat, glove and wear suitable 
footwear. Transport via Budget Rosa Bus or Woodleigh HiAce Van driven 
by a Woodleigh Staff Member or via Driver Coastal Bus Lines.

 MTB Trails Camp Preparation (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Stephens
This is a compulsory Activity for students attending the ‘MTB Trails and 
Beyond’ Activities Week experience. In this unit we will plan our daily 
riding routes, make design decisions for the Woodleigh MTB Skills Park in 
preparation for the professional earth mover, and ensure we are all prepared 
for 5 days of riding adventures. At some time during this unit, students will 
be asked to bring in the bike they are intending to use for Activities Week to 
ensure its suitability and condition.

Production Rehearsal (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Fletcher, Mr Bingham, Ms Grigg
This is for students participating in the school production, Legally Blonde. 
If you are in the Legally Blonde Cast for the production you MUST 
ballot for this Activity first. We will continue to rehearse throughout this 
unit.

Snowboarding and Ski Camp Preparation (Falls Creek, Buller, 
Hotham; Downhill and Cross Country Ski) (Yrs 7-10) 
Mr Adams, Mr Harrison, Ms Kane, Ms Kesterson, Ms Lewis
With the upcoming Snowsports Camps during Activities Week it’s time to 
get into shape, get to know those who you’ll be skiing and boarding with 
and begin to have some fun. This Activity is compulsory for all students 
attending these camps. If you have balloted and are attending these camps 
for Activities Week you must participate in this Activity. Students involved 
in this Activity will undertake a program that will maintain the muscles, 
loosen the lungs and get the adrenalin going for what should be an action-
packed camp. Students will rotate through different programs at school in 
the Mezzanine, Gym and Multicourts and off campus at Core24 Somerville 
and Somerville Recreation Centre. Some of the activities students will 
participate in may be weight training, task specific fitness training, sport and 
minor games, yoga and pilates and aerobic training. Students must bring 
sports clothes and runners to every session. Transport via Budget Rosa Bus 
or Woodleigh HiAce Van driven by a Woodleigh Staff Member or via Driver 
Coastal Bus Lines.

 $ Woodleigh Aviation: Preparation for Camp (Pre-book Yrs 7-10)  
Mr Scott
Students intending to attend this year’s Aviation Camp should ballot for this 
Activity. Camp organisation, flight planning and preparation are all part of 
this lead up Activity vital to attendees. Students unsure should discuss with 
Mr Scott. Transport via Budget Rosa Bus or Woodleigh HiAce Van driven 
by a Woodleigh Staff Member or via Driver Coastal Bus Lines.
Cost: Costs depend on the number of flying hours



$ Build Your Own Fishing Rod (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Chapple 
This is open to all students, especially those preparing for the Fishing camp. 
You will learn the craft of custom rod building, making a rod that will 
outlast those off-the-shelf models. Sizing your rod for the task, finding the 
backbone, lining up and spacing the runners, securing the runners with silk 
and installing rod end and reel seat. You should be able to complete the rod 
within the Activity time but if necessary, some lunchtimes will be available. 
Parents please note: there is a cost associated with this Activity. Cost 
includes all materials to build a complete rod that you will own. 
Cost: $50

Dungeons & Dragons (Yrs 7-8)  
Come and be involved in the Dungeons & Dragons group roleplaying 
board game where you can create your own mythical hero that faces many 
challenges. Using teamwork and quick thinking, this is a game of choices, 
collaboration and strategy. The game mechanics are rather complex, and you 
need to be open to learn unusual rules.

$ Learn to Dry Felt - Painting with Wool (Yrs 7-10) Ms Zetta Kanta
Come and learn the art of dry felting 
from international felt artist, Zetta 
Kanta, a Latvian artist who uses natural 
wools to create beautiful wearable felts 
and wall hangings. In this Activity 
you will have the opportunity to 
create a painting using wool. These 
artworks can be framed afterwards 
or turned in to a hanging ornament. 
Parents please note: there is a cost 
associated with this Activity. The 
cost covers materials and instruction 
from an internationally recognised 
professional.
Cost: $50

Mini Clay Creations (Yrs 7-10)  Ms C Hall
Design and create a range of miniature Polymer clay pieces to produce 
your own keyrings, clips, figurines and charms. Whether it’s mini cartoon 
characters, tiny cupcakes or mini plants and animals, there is no limit to 
what you can create! You will be guided through the process of conditioning, 
sculpting, baking, curing and sealing your designs, then attaching them to 
keyrings, clips, magnets or jewellery. 

Tennis (Yrs 7-10) Mr Scott, Mr Malau
During this Activity you will be coached by a local professional tennis coach. 
Experienced and inexperienced players are welcome. You will develop your 
skills, rotate through a round robin series of matches and just play for fun. 
The following is essential: sports gear, flat soled sports shoes and hat. A 
tennis racquet can be provided. Sunsmart applies.

Visual & Performing Arts

Tournament of Minds (Yr 7-10)  Ms Pope
Do you enjoy problem solving? Do you enjoy creating something new, 
informative and entertaining? Or do you just enjoy having fun? If you 
answered yes to any of these questions this is the Activity for you! Tournament 
of Minds is a problem-solving Activity where you work in teams of mixed 
year levels to produce creative and intelligent responses to long and short-
term challenges. The end product is presented at Deakin University where 
you are compared to teams from other schools in a friendly competition. 
Come and join in the fun!

Health, Lifestyle & Practical Skills

Illustration Nation with ‘The Nun of the Ninch’ (Yrs 7-10)  
Ms Ward, Ms Baillieu
This Activity gives you the chance to work with the super talented 
illustrator Pearl Baillieu, AKA ‘The Nun’. Learn about Pearl's distinctive 
process and create your own distinctive characters and imagery using pen 
and ink on a range of surfaces. You have the option of creating graphics 
for a skate deck and other objects. Make stickers, posters, prints and cards 
as well as 3D objects covered in distinctive and unique illustrations. No 
drawing experience necessary – just bring your enthusiasm, curiosity and a 
willingness to make fantastic contemporary illustrations.

Sport & Physical Development

Academic Enrichment / Challenge

$ Advanced Design and Make your Own Jewellery (Yrs 7-10) 
Ms Alderton
During this Activity you will have the chance to make a piece of jewellery 
for yourself or to give a unique present to someone special. The unit will 
be delivered by an external professional jeweller. You can choose to make a 
pair of earrings, a ring or a pendant (necklace). You will learn how to solder 
as well as various other techniques to make your own personalised piece 
of jewellery. For students who have previously participated in this Activity 
before, soldering will further enhance their skill set and provide scope for 
producing a wider variety of jewellery pieces. Parents please note: there is 
a cost for this Activity. The cost covers materials and instruction from 
an external professional jeweller.
Cost: $50

Creative Chillax with Mrs Mac (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Macdonald
Let your creativity flow in a relaxed but productive atmosphere. Enjoy the 
opportunity to extend your imagination with drawing and painting media. 
Explore ink, acrylic paints, pencils and pastels and create a selection of mini 
masterpieces. Come and discover your creative side.

Dance: Hip-Hop and Street Dancing (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Van Der Sluys 
In this Activity, there will be group warm-ups and Hip-Hop Commercial 
dancing each session. You will learn the art of Street dance and you will work 
in small groups to create your own moves. You will be given the opportunity 
to perform your dances live or on film, as a team. Whether you have years 
of dance experience, or none at all, you are sure to enjoy being physical and 
creative as part of this Activity crew.

Working with Air-Dry Clay (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Pitcher
Using air-dry clay, make a variety of beautiful and unique pieces without 
having to use a kiln. Simply, create and let it dry! You will have the chance to 
sculpt a range of creative pieces from jewellery to plant holders, decorative 
pieces for the home, serving bowls and figurines. Let your creativity and 
imagination run free and enjoy a hands-on activity with other creative 
minds. Use this time to destress, channel your energy into the art of creation 
and use your hands to make something both unique and useful. 

Basketball Skills (Yrs 7-10) Mr Peach
This Activity is for students who want to improve their basketball skills, 
game strategy and fitness. You will be required to set specific performance 
goals for yourself and work to achieve them throughout the unit. Sessions 
will be a combination of specific training and conditioning for basketball, 
developing closed skills and game strategy. Come along to supplement your 
other basketball training and to meet other, like minded basketball fans. 
Some sessions may be held at the Somerville Recreation Centre. Students 
must bring sports clothes and runners to every session. Transport via Budget 
Rosa Bus or Woodleigh HiAce Van driven by a Woodleigh Staff Member or 
via Driver Coastal Bus Lines.

 $ Indoor Archery (Yrs 7-10)  
Learn archery from 2016 Olympic Medallist, certified KSL level 2 coach 
and past student, Alec Potts. During the Archery sessions at Eliza Archery 
Indoor Range in Seaford, all equipment will be provided for you to learn the 
techniques of shooting developed by internationally renowned coach Ki-Sik 
Lee. You will take part in different archery games and shoot many balloons 
along the way. Transport via Budget Rosa Bus driven by a Woodleigh Staff 
Member or Driver Coastal Bus Lines. Parents please note: there is a 
cost for this Activity. The cost covers transport, hire of facility, use of 
equipment and qualified instruction. This Activity has some element 
of risk. Please refer to the front section of this pamphlet for more 
information.
Cost $60

 $ Indoor Climbing (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Landman
In this Activity we will be climbing at the Bayside Rock Indoor Climbing 
and Adventure Centre in Carrum Downs. This is great chance to try out 
rock climbing. Transport via Budget Rosa Bus driven by a Woodleigh Staff 
Member or Driver Coastal Bus Lines. Note: Rockclimbing is an adventure 
based activity and has some element of risk and therefore the possibility 
of injury associated with being involved. Students will be involved in 
climbing a range of indoor rock faces at the centre whilst being belayed 
by other students. Parents please note: there is a cost associated with 
this Activity. The cost covers transport, hire of facility, use of safety 
gear and qualified instructors.
Cost: $60



Unusual Pets (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Janky
Woodleigh is very special in the diversity of animal species that we hold at 
school. In the Science rooms we have a range of reptiles, invertebrates and 
marine species. In the Reserve we have a range of macropods and other 
native animals. At the farm, we have a variety of livestock species. Whilst 
you may be fortunate to have some of these at home, they are not considered 
'usual' pets. Many require special licenses to hold and they all have quite 
specific feed and care requirements. During this Activity, we will work with 
the animals at Woodleigh to learn about their needs, behaviours and unique 
features. Closed-toe sturdy shoes required. Sunsmart applies.

Strategy Board Games (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Neumann
Here is a chance to challenge your brain with the latest award-winning 
European strategy boardgames such as Wingspan and Root. A variety of 
other classic strategy board games are available such as Settlers of Catan, 
Pandemic, Kings of Tokyo, Love Letter, Carcassonne, and Diplomacy or old 
classics like Scrabble, Chess, and Backgammon. You may also want to bring 
your favourite game from home and teach us how to play.

The Art Circle (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Stuart
If you love patterns and design, colour and learning new artistic techniques, 
come and join this Activity. We will explore a range of concepts which may 
include creating mandalas, mindfulness design templates (some prepared 
and some you will create yourself ), paper marbling or your own handcrafted 
paper for gifts and cards from shredded paper. If you particularly enjoy one 
technique, you will be free to explore it further; otherwise come and enjoy 
discovering your artistic talents with your adventurous mind.

Waste-Free Living (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Schmidt
During this Activity you will explore ways to eliminate waste in your home, 
around our school and out in the world. We will explore ways to create a 
new normal, aiming to shift our minds in the way we perceive the world and 
act within it, by learning how to make a conscious decision to avoid waste 
where possible. We will engage in conversations and build connections to 
Refuse, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle so we can empower ourselves and others 
to create positive actions and change. 

$ Yoga (Yrs 7-10)  
This Activity will focus on postures, breathing, relaxation, movements 
and stretching whilst aiming to develop an awareness of the mind-body 
connection. You will have the opportunity to relax using self-chosen imagery, 
music and or muscle tensing. During the sessions we will explore other 
means of relaxation and mindfulness to enhance our wellbeing. Classes will 
be taken by a qualified Yoga teacher and Woodleigh staff member. Parents 
please note: there is a cost associated with this Activity. The cost covers 
instruction from a qualified Yoga teacher.
Cost: $50

Cyber Challenge - Think Like a Hacker (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Pilgrim
Do you want to learn how hackers operate? Have you ever wondered about 
cryptography and encryptions? Do you like cracking puzzles or working like 
a cyber security sleuth? In this Activity we will make use of the Australian 
Cyber Security Challenges to build your skills. In one challenge you'll play 
the role of a cyber security expert to find information, whilst in the other 
challenge you will learn how to think from a hacker’s point-of-view. You 
don’t need any skills to join this Activity and it might open your eyes to a 
career in an expanding field of employment. Best still, research shows that 
females and males do equally well in cyber security.

Robotics: Advancing with Lego Mindstorms EV3 (Yrs 7-10)  
Mr Davies
For those students who have prior experience with and interest in coding 
and robotics, this Activity offers an opportunity to create and solve more 
complex coding challenges than were presented in the earlier Lego EV3 
Activities. The main objective will be to incorporate multiple control 
functions into a driverless robot car, enabling the car to autonomously 
avoid objects, respond to signals and warnings, while successfully navigating 
around a maze.

Community Partnerships

ICT - Technology

Health, Lifestyle & Practical Skills

Brian Henderson Reserve (Yrs 7-10)  Dr Simpson, Ms Darby
Are you interested in wildlife and the environment? Do you like being in the 
great outdoors? In this Activity you will support the day-to-day management 
of the Brian Henderson Reserve. You might feed the animals, contribute to 
enclosure set-up and maintenance, remove weeds, assist with pest animal 
control, plant new plants, collect bush foods, prepare animal meals, perform 
biodiversity surveys and carry out fence and track maintenance. Some tasks 
may also be performed outside the boundaries of the Reserve. If the weather 
is too hot/cold, we meet in the Science building and can tend to the animals 
kept there. Closed-toe sturdy shoes required. Sunsmart applies.

Event Management - Year 10 Formal (Yr 10 Only)  Mr Burton
Have you always wanted to plan a Big Event? Do you have great ideas for 
coordinating a large social event and the drive and desire to see these ideas 
put into practise? Then this is the Activity for you. Working closely as a 
group, you will work through an event management planning processes for 
The Year 10 Formal. Along the way you will develop strong organisation 
skills as well as working in close collaboration with other students, teachers, 
school leaders, and the wider school community.

AFL Data Analysis - Champion of Data (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Allsop
In this Activity, you will be working as a team, you will have access to DATA 
from the past 6000 AFL matches (It’s a large Excel file). You will create 
an Artificially Intelligent model to predict the winner in any given match. 
Along the way you will develop an understanding of data analysis skills and 
processes. You will be attempting to make useful predictions using a Data 
Set that can intelligently adjust to the current year 2019.


